The Race
Edileco RUN24 is a relay running competition scheduled for the 7th /8th October 2017 in the
heart of Aosta, along a 3km track through the historical centre of the town.
As such, it will be a run “through history”: the Roman Theatre, the town's Cathedral,
Chanoux Square, the Praetorian Gate and Augustus' Arc will be the background of an event
designed to promote sport, sustainability and care for the territory. Conferences, music and
collateral events will animate the whole event.
Teams will have the possibility to sign up for the competitive race or for the non-competitive
one. There is no upper or lower limit to the number of a participants in the same team.
Furthermore, a rest period of up to 6 hours will be allowed for non-competitive teams.
The sign-up fee amounts to 15 euros, which includes: a race bib, a race pack, supplies
provided at the rest point, and right to prizes extracted at random.
The Prizes
Competitive Race
•
•
•

Man with most laps
Woman with most laps
Team with most laps

Non-competitive Race
•
•

Team with most members
Most original team

Who We Are
ASD Cuore Grinta e Passione
It is an amateur sports association which operates towards recreative and solidaristic ends
to promote a vision of sport centered on health, companionship and healthy competition.
Team Scott Technos Medica represents the ASD in Aosta Valley, and it undertakes, along
with its members, competitions of trail, running and cycling in a number of sports events.
Edileco Costruzioni eco compatibili

The main sponsor of the RUN24 is the success story of a young group of operators in the
construction industry. Created in 2005 in Aosta Valley, Edileco proposed right away an
approach to construction based on sustainability. In the subsequent years, it specialized in
the realization of housing with zero heating costs, introducing to the market an innovative
product of outstanding quality.
FAQ
What does the 15€ sign up fee include?
It includes a race bib, a race pack, supplies provided at the rest points, and right to prizes
extracted at random.

Can the competitive race runner pause during the race?
Pausing is allowed at the technical area of Chanoux Square, without handing back the
tracking chip. Time spent there will be counted towards racing time.
How many members does a team require?
Each team can be composed of any number of members, even just one. This applies to both
the competitive and the non-competitive race.

